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Abstract

Objective To examine trends in, and projections of, the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in low- and middle-income countries at national and subpopulation levels.

Methods We used nationally representative data from repeated cross-sectional Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) on 1 092 512 women of reproductive age (15–49 years) from 15 low- and middle-income countries. We defined anaemia as haemoglobin < 11.0 g/dL for pregnant women and < 12.0 g/dL for non-pregnant women. We analysed data using Bayesian linear regression analyses.

Findings During 2000–2018, the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age decreased in nine countries, with the highest decrease in Malawi (−2.5%), and increased in six countries, with the highest increase in Burundi (10.9%). All countries are projected to have a prevalence of anaemia 15% in 2025, with the highest level in Burundi (66.8%). The prevalence of anaemia and projection of prevalence varied between and within countries. Women’s education, family wealth and place of residence had the highest impact on the current and projected prevalence rates of anaemia. Seven countries had a prevalence of anaemia ≥ 40%, which we defined as a severe public health problem, in the earliest and latest DHS and this prevalence is projected to persist in 2025.

Conclusion None of the 15 countries is likely to meet the global nutrition target of a 50% reduction in the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age by 2025. Global and country leaders should reconsider nutrition policies and reallocate resources targeting poorly performing countries and communities at risk.
Introduction
Anaemia among women of reproductive age is a major public health challenge that leads to serious health consequences for mothers.\(^1\) Annually, more than 115 000 maternal deaths are attributed to anaemia worldwide.\(^2\) Nearly two in every five pregnant women and one in every three non-pregnant women of reproductive age have anaemia globally.\(^3\) The prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age is highest in low- and middle-income countries,\(^3,4\) likely due to the interplay of dietary factors, nutrient deficiencies and increased incidence of infectious diseases such as malaria, human immunodeficiency virus infection and parasitic infestations.\(^4\)

Anaemia in women of reproductive age has long-term consequences. Women with anaemia are at increased risk of adverse birth outcomes,\(^5\) including increased risk of maternal death and delivering a low-birth-weight baby or small-for-gestational-age baby.\(^2,6–8\) Anaemia in mothers is also associated with anaemia in their offspring\(^9\) which may continue during the life course.

In 2012, the Sixty-fifth World Health Assembly (WHA) approved an action plan for improving maternal, infant and child nutrition, and set global nutrition targets that member countries approved and agreed to meet. One of the global nutrition targets is a 50% reduction in the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age by 2025.\(^10\) To achieve this reduction, several strategies, such as improvement in dietary intake, food diversification, food fortification, and iron and folic acid supplementation for pregnant and lactating women, are being implemented globally.\(^3,11,12\) However, these strategies need to consider the local context so that appropriate interventions can be put in place, particularly for marginalized communities.

To measure the success of the action plans in achieving the global nutrition targets for anaemia, routine monitoring and evaluation of progress and projection of future directions are essential. The last time evaluation of progress was done was in 2011, before the global nutrition targets were set.\(^3\) Furthermore, to date, no projections have been made to identify which countries and populations within countries are unlikely to achieve the anaemia-related global nutrition targets. Projections of anaemia in women of reproductive age across different sociodemographic groups are central to identifying the key priory areas or groups (i.e. identifying the most disadvantaged groups to be covered by interventions) and reinforcing or reformulating policies to achieve country goals. However, few data exist on the prevalence of anaemia in various subgroups, which impedes the assessment of current strategies and design of effective planning for further actions.
Our study aimed to examine the trends in, and projections of, the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in low- and middle-income countries at national and subpopulation levels. We also reviewed the nutritional policies of the countries included in our study and their influence on reducing anaemia.

**Methods**

**Data source**

In this secondary analysis, we used data obtained from nationally representative repeated cross-sectional surveys conducted between 1995 and 2018 under the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) programme. The programme collects a range of health indicators and their sociodemographic determinants. The surveys generally apply a uniform procedure and use a multistage sampling technique.

**Participants and data collection**

We retrieved data on women of reproductive age (15–49 years) for whom the DHS provided consistent information on anaemia. The DHS followed standard procedures to collect data and measure haemoglobin, which was done by trained medical personnel, as previously described. Anaemia was determined using altitude-adjusted haemoglobin concentration and classified according to the World Health Organization (WHO). For a non-pregnant woman, anaemia was defined as haemoglobin level < 12 g/dL and for a pregnant woman, anaemia was defined as haemoglobin level < 11 g/dL. See data repository for the sample selection procedure.

**Global anaemia target**

The global nutrition target for anaemia in women of reproductive age is a 50% decrease in the prevalence of anaemia from baseline (2012) by 2025. Globally, therefore, the prevalence of anaemia is expected to fall from 29% in 2012 to 15% by 2025. Hence, we calculated the probability of attaining a target prevalence of anaemia of 15% among women of reproductive age. In addition, we assessed the burden due to anaemia for each country and subgroup within countries during the earliest and latest DHS rounds and projected the burden in 2025. To assess the burden, we used WHO criteria to classify countries as follows: no public health problem if the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age was < 5.0%; mild public health problem if the prevalence of anaemia was 5.0 to 19.9%; moderate public health problem if the prevalence of anaemia was 20.0 to 39.9%; and severe public health problem if the prevalence of anaemia was > 40.0.
Analyses

For trend analysis, we considered 15 countries that had data on anaemia in women of reproductive age for at least two DHS rounds with the latest survey conducted in 2016 or later. First, we estimated the weighted prevalence (as a proportion) of anaemia from the original survey data for all survey years of each country. We calculated the prevalence of anaemia at national and subgroup levels according to women’s place of residence, education, age and wealth quintile based on household assets by principal component analysis as previously described.\textsuperscript{19} We classified education into two categories: lower than secondary school (no schooling or primary school), and secondary school or higher. Similarly, we categorized age as 15 to 19 years (adolescents) and 20 to 49 years (adults), and place of residence as rural and urban. We categorized wealth quintiles as poorest (first quintile), poorer, middle, richer and richest (fifth quintile).

To examine trends and projections, we applied a Bayesian linear regression model that used a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm of multiple imputations for missing data to estimate the trends and projections of anaemia in women of reproductive age from 2000 to 2025\textsuperscript{16} (data repository).\textsuperscript{16} We used this approach as we were interested in calculating the probability of achieving the 2025 target. We performed a logit transformation of all proportions. We did all the calculations after this transformation and then transformed back to probabilities to ensure that the predicted probabilities lay between 0 and 1. We considered time as a covariate in each model. For each model, we discarded the first 5000 iterations as burn-in. We increased the number of iterations until convergence diagnosis was reached for the output. For each parameter, we reported 95\% credible intervals (CrI) drawn from 30 000 samples from the respective posterior distributions. The intercept and covariate effect sizes were estimates using non-informative normal distribution priors with a mean 0 and very low precision (i.e. 0.0001). We performed sensitivity analyses by examining trends for some countries from 2005 or later whenever possible. We compared our estimates from regression models with those from the original microdata to validate our estimates (data repository).\textsuperscript{16} We restricted our analysis to the country level rather than the regional level for two reasons. First, some regions had very few countries and there was heterogeneity between survey years and second, we were interested in assessing progress across individual countries so that country-level programmes and policies could be implemented.

Finally, we quantified changes in the odds of anaemia among women of reproductive age over time by applying binary logistic regression analysis after adjusting for wealth quintile, place of residence, education and age of women, and controlling cluster variations.
Data were analysed in Stata, version 15.1 (StataCorp. LP, College Station, United States of America) and R, version 3.5.

**Ethical considerations**

This study was an analysis of secondary data from DHS. Data are de-identified and publicly available through MEASURE DHS. Our study used this publicly available anonymous data. The DHS survey method and questionnaire were reviewed and approved by the ICF Institutional Review Board, and all participants gave informed consent.

**Results**

**Sample characteristics**

We included 1,092,512 women aged 15 to 49 years, from 44 surveys in 15 countries (data repository).\(^{16}\) Overall, 17.8% (205,727/1,092,512) of the women were in the poorest wealth quintile, 64.9% (731,069/1,092,512) were rural dwellers and 47.8% (515,537/1,092,512) had lower than secondary-school education. All the fitted models for projection analysis achieved convergence. See the summary of potential scale reduction factor values in the data repository.\(^{16}\)

**Trends in anaemia**

Between 2000 and 2018, the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age declined in nine of 15 countries (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). The countries with the greatest reduction in the prevalence of anaemia were Malawi (−2.5%), Uganda (−2.0%) and Ethiopia (−1.4%; Fig. 2). However, the prevalence of anaemia increased in six countries with the highest increase in Burundi (10.9%) followed by Jordan (2.3%) and Togo (2.1%; Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). If the current trends continue, the prevalence of anaemia in 2025 is projected to be \(^{3}\) 15% in all 15 countries with the highest burden (prevalence) estimated for Burundi (66.8%; 95% CrI: 33.1 to 91.0), Togo (60.4%; 95% CrI: 12.9 to 96.4) and India (50.3%; 95% CrI: 22.7 to 76.2). Nearly half of the countries had a severe public health problem due to anaemia (i.e. prevalence \(^{3}\) 40%) in the earliest (seven countries) and latest (eight countries) DHS rounds and the problem is projected to remain severe until 2025 (data repository).\(^{16}\) No country had a greater than 50% probability of reducing anaemia to £ 15%, except Armenia, which we projected had a 53% probability of attaining this target (data repository).\(^{16}\)

Trends in the prevalence of anaemia varied across wealth quintiles (Fig. 3). Between 2000 and 2018, the prevalence of anaemia among the poorest women decreased in nine countries (Malawi, Armenia, Senegal, India, Haiti, United Republic of Tanzania, Uganda,
Benin and Timor-Leste), with the largest decrease observed in Malawi (−2.5%); data repository.16 The other six countries saw an increase in the prevalence of anaemia in the poorest women, with the largest increase in Burundi (12.4%). Seven countries (Benin, Malawi, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania, Ethiopia, Senegal and Haiti) saw a decrease in the prevalence of anaemia in the richest women and the remaining eight countries saw an increase (Fig. 3); Benin had the largest decrease (−1.8%) and Burundi had the highest increase (7.1%; data repository).16 Based on these trends, in 2025, the highest predicted prevalence of anaemia among the poorest women will be in Burundi (79.1%; 95% CrI: 48.7 to 95.7); among the richest women, the highest predicted prevalence will be in Togo (60.7%; 95% CrI: 10.0 to 96.7). In Armenia, the poorest women have a 67% probability of reaching a target prevalence of anaemia of £15%. In Ethiopia, the richest women have a 55% probability of meeting this target. In all other countries, women have a £50% chance of attaining the £15% target, irrespective of wealth (data repository).16

Between 2000 and 2018, the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in rural areas declined in 11 of 15 countries (data repository),16 with the largest decline in Malawi (−2.8%; data repository).16 The prevalence of anaemia in women living in rural areas increased in four countries with the highest increase in Burundi (11.7%). In contrast, in seven the prevalence declined in women living in urban areas, with the highest decline in Benin (−1.6%). Of the eight countries that experienced an increase in anaemia in women in urban areas, Albania had the highest increase (4.6%). If the current trends persist, the prevalence of anaemia in women in 2025 is projected to be highest in rural areas in Burundi (70.9%; 95% CrI: 40.7 to 92.2) and in urban areas in Togo (66.2%; 95% CrI: 17.5 to 97.0). As with wealth-related trends, only Armenia has a >50% probability (64%) of attaining a target of £15% prevalence who live in rural areas. In addition, only Ethiopia has a >50% probability of attaining the target (64%) for women living in urban areas (data repository).16 The trends in the prevalence of anaemia also varied by women’s education and age (data repository).16 Furthermore, the projections indicate that while anaemia in women is decreasing in many countries, some countries will have large gaps in the prevalence across wealth, residence, education and age subgroups (Fig. 4). As with the subgroup projections, the public health burden of anaemia varied across subgroups (data repository).16

Findings of the sensitivity analysis were similar to the estimates from the standard analysis in most countries, apart from some variations in projected estimates over time (data repository).16
Changes in risk of anaemia

We evaluated changes in the odds of anaemia in women of reproductive age over time in the 15 countries after adjusting for wealth quintile, residence, education and age. When the latest DHS data were compared with the earliest DHS data, the risk of anaemia in women had decreased significantly in seven countries and increased significantly in five countries (Fig. 5). Burundi had the highest increased risk of anaemia (adjusted odds ratio 3.01; 95% confidence interval: 2.66 to 3.40). The trends in the odds of the prevalence of anaemia over time were not stable across all countries, and some countries, e.g. Armenia, Ethiopia and Timor-Leste, showed no change in anaemia risk levels (Fig. 5).

Discussion

The WHA target for reducing anaemia in women of reproductive age is an important target for evaluation of progress and projection of future directions. Our findings indicates a large disparity in the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age between the 15 countries studied, which varied by place of residence, age, education and wealth. While nine countries saw a reduction in the prevalence of anaemia, no country is projected to reach a prevalence of £15% by 2025.

Our trend analysis shows consistent results with other studies. We identified considerable progress in reducing the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in some countries. However, except for Armenia, none of these countries has a 50% probability of reaching the target of £15% prevalence of anaemia by 2025 and 10 countries have a £10% probability. Hence, most of these countries will still have a severe public health problem due to anaemia in 2025. Our investigation of the prevalence gaps in anaemia across subpopulations shows that most of the countries projected to experience a high burden of anaemia in 2025 will also have larger gaps between subgroups. On the other hand, some countries will have smaller gaps in the prevalence of anaemia.

While the gaps in the prevalence of anaemia between subgroups are generally becoming smaller, such as gaps between the poorest and richest quintiles, the situation will be reversed in some countries, meaning that the better-off groups, such as the richer, urban and more educated women of reproductive age, may have a higher prevalence of anaemia in 2025. These findings show that inequalities in the prevalence of anaemia are not the only driver of this anaemia burden. Among the key factors driving the high burden of anaemia are genetic disorders, frequent illness due to infectious diseases, unavailability of food, low intake of nutrient-rich foods and poor health-care services. These factors are disproportionately distributed across different population subgroups. We recommend further
studies to identify the population-specific key factors leading to increased or persistent high rates of anaemia in women of reproductive age so that the developmental activities can focus on tackling these factors. In addition, both advantaged and disadvantaged populations should be covered under the intervention strategies depending on the context and need, especially in countries where most of the population is at risk of anaemia irrespective of sociodemographic background.

Progress in reducing anaemia in women of reproductive age was uneven between countries and subgroups within countries during 2000–2018. Some countries, such as Albania, Armenia, Burundi, Jordan, Nepal, Timor-Leste and Togo, showed an increase in the prevalence of anaemia in the latest DHS assessment compared with the earliest assessment. Of these countries, Armenia and Togo are yet to update their nutrition policies following the Sixty-fifth World Health Assembly. In addition, India, Senegal and Uganda have not yet adopted updated policies, even though they have seen reductions in anaemia in women of reproductive age. Given that both increases and decreases in anaemia were seen regardless of updated policies, continuous anaemia surveillance is needed, policies need to be reassessed and appropriate actions put in place to combat this burden.

As anaemia in women of reproductive age is influenced by many factors, initiatives to tackle this problem need to be taken by many sectors such as government, private organizations and development partners. Appropriate interventions should be designed and implemented to reduce anaemia targeting the populations at risk. These interventions could include fortification of foods with nutrients, improving the quality of women’s diets, particularly women who are pregnant, and reducing morbidity due to infections. In addition, priority should be given to countries with a greater likelihood of a high anaemia burden and populations at risk of a higher prevalence of anaemia.

Most of the countries in our study have taken strategic initiatives to tackle anaemia. These initiatives include, but are not limited to, the food-assisted maternal and child health and nutrition programme (called Tubaramure) in Burundi, fortification of foods with micronutrients in Armenia, Burundi, Haiti, Malawi, Timor-Leste and Togo, and micronutrient supplementation in Ethiopia, India, Malawi, Nepal, Senegal, United Republic of Tanzania and Togo (programmes, interventions and strategies are available in the data repository). Some countries such as India have targeted adolescent girls through micronutrient supplementation programmes to eliminate anaemia before their adult motherhood stage. However, all countries need to revisit their national nutrition policies, adopt updated national nutrition policies and implement strategic actions in a multisectoral
collaborative approach to meet the global nutrition target of reducing anaemia in women of reproductive age.

The main strength of our study is the use of population-based nationally representative samples covering both rural and urban areas and the analysis of population subgroups. Analysis of subgroups is particularly helpful to design interventions for groups at greatest risk of anaemia. The use of the same DHS method across countries allows cross-country comparison of the estimates. Despite this feature, our study has some limitations. Fewer data points created wider CrI for the projected estimates in some countries. However, CrI were smaller for countries with many data points. Wider CrI are normal for projection analysis, and calculation of realistic probability estimates are possible with wider CrI. Estimates drawn from authentic representative data collected from multiple sources may better predict the indicator with lower uncertainty. Finally, the projected estimates may be affected by the interrupted health services due to the current coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.\textsuperscript{34} The disruption to the economy, food supply, coverage of nutrition-specific interventions and health care during the COVID-19 pandemic may increase the burden of anaemia. However, progress on anaemia reduction may largely depend on the post-pandemic resilience of diet quality and health systems.

In conclusion, anaemia in women of reproductive age is high in most countries in our study with significant between and within-country variations in trends and projections of this burden. These variations are expected to continue in 2025. No country is likely to achieve the global target of reducing anaemia unless the inequalities are minimized and effective interventions are implemented. The identification of poor-performing countries and subpopulations provides an unparalleled opportunity for global and country leaders, policymakers and programme managers to revisit strategies, reformulate policies and reallocate resources targeting the communities at risk.
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Fig. 1. **Observed and projected prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in low- and middle-income countries, 2000–2025**

Crl: Credible interval.
Fig. 2. **Average annual rate of change in the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age in low- and middle-income countries, 2000–2018**

Note: Average annual rate of change = $\ln\left(\frac{\text{rate in latest year}}{\text{rate in earliest year}}\right)/(\text{rate in latest year} − \text{rate in earliest year})$. 

---
Fig. 3. Trends in and projections of the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age by wealth quintile in low- and middle-income countries, 2000–2025
Fig. 4. **Predicted gaps in the prevalence of anaemia in women of reproductive age between categories of subgroups in low- and middle-income countries, 2025**
Fig. 5. **Adjusted odds ratio for change in the prevalence of anaemia over time among women of reproductive age in low- and middle-income countries, 2000–2018**

CI: confidence interval; OR: odds ratio.

Note: Adjusted by wealth quintile, residence (urban versus rural), education and age.